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APPENDIX A – GRAVITY MODEL

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 This section outlines the Gravity Model which was used as part of the demand modelling
process for the national long distance en-route charging model.

1.1.2 The gravity model was used to estimate the total long distance person travel demand
between zones, which was then adjusted to remove rail trips and divided by average long
distance car occupancy to convert it to today long distance vehicle movements.

1.1.3 The relevant EV Uptake forecast and the geographic variation in this EV uptake is then
used within the model to predict the electric vehicles trips within this future-year vehicle
demand matrix. This EV demand matrix, the relevant matrix of journey distances and the
assumptions regarding the distribution of EV ranges within the future-year EV fleet is then
used to identify the movements of EV vehicles which require one or more en-route charge
to reach their destination, which is then used to inform the model’s optimisation of the
provision of rapid chargers which can provide these en-route charges.

1.1.4 Note that long distance gravity model only needs to estimate the demand for trips which
are longer than the minimum electric vehicle range, since any trips shorter than this will
not generate any demand for long distance en-route charging, as the model assumes that
these will obtain the relevant charge at home, or at a rapid charger near home (‘charge
as the destination’) prior to the start of the trip and/or at the trip destination.

1.1.5 This note describes the calibration of this long distance travel gravity model for predicting
the long distance travel demand between any two zones in the model.

1.2 General gravity model

1.2.1 The gravity model is based on the assumption that the demand for long distance travel
between two areas is:

 proportional to the population of the origin area;
 proportional to the population of the destination area; and
 inversely proportional to the distance between the areas raised to a power α.

1.2.2 We use Nij to denote the number of trips from i to j; pi and pj as the populations of zones
i and j respectively; dij as the distance between i and j; and K as an unknown scale
parameter. The number of trips within a particular time period between areas i and j can
then be written as

� � � = � ×
� � � �

� � �
�

1.2.3 When generating a trip matrix using a gravity model the area populations and distances
between them will be known; however it will be necessary to calibrate the two
parameters α and K. The distance parameter α expresses the rate at which trips become
less desirable as the distance between areas increases, while K is used to scale the number
of trips to match the total number of trips per day between pairs of zones.
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1.3 Calibrating to National Travel Survey data

1.3.1 National Travel Survey (NTS) data1 was used to find an appropriate value for the distance
parameter α. The dataset contains records of trips made by residents of England,
travelling over a range of distances. Only journeys made from Monday to Friday and using
‘surface’ modes (i.e. excluding flights) were selected for use in this analysis.

1.3.2 If we assume that the set of long distance trips in the NTS dataset represents a random
selection of all such trips, then the rate at which the distribution of trip frequency drops
with increasing trip length within the NTS sample can be used to calibrate the 1/ � � �

�

component of the gravity model.

1.3.3 In particular, the gravity model formulation would suggest that the frequency of trips in

the sample will be proportional to 1/trip lengthα

1.3.4 If we divide the trip length range into a set of B equal range buckets (b = 1 .. B) and
estimate the frequency of NTS trips within each range bucket � � , this will give us a set of
B observations (one for each range bucket) representing the relationship

� � = A x 1/(trip length(b))α, where A and α are the parameters which need to 

be fitted to the data

1.3.5 Taking logs of this relationship gives us:

Log (� � )) = log (A x 1/(trip length(b))α)

= log(A) + log (1/(trip length(b))α)

= log(A) + log (trip length(b))-α)

= log(A) – α log (trip length(b)) 

1.3.6 A graph of Log (� � ) vs Log (trip length) will therefore be a straight line with gradient -α 
and intercept equal to Log (A).

1.3.7 Weekday journeys in the NTS data set were therefore grouped by distance in bands of
50km, up to a maximum of 1000km. Each band b therefore has a trip length lb and a trip
frequency Nb derived from the NTS records.

1.3.8 Plotting the logarithms of these values, with � = log � � and � = log � � , we can then fit
the best-fitting straight line, of the form � = � − 	� � , where the intercept c on the y-axis
is equal to log(A) in the relationship described above.

1.3.9 At the upper end of the distance scale, observed trip frequencies become too low (fewer
than 10) to be reliably included in the trend line. However, the trend line for the series of
points up to 800km in distance was found to be a good fit. The 750-800km band also had
a low trip frequency (15 non-air trips), and excluding this band resulted in a trend line with
a marginally better fit to the remaining data.

1.3.10 Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the scatter plot and trend lines resulting respectively from
including and from excluding the 750-800km distance band. It can be seen that with the

1 Department for Transport. (2017). National Travel Survey, 2002-2016: Secure Access. [data collection]. 4th Edition.
UK Data Service. SN: 7559, http://doi.org/10.5255/UKDA-SN-7559-4
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750-800km band included, the gradient of the trend line is -3.24 (with measure of fit R2 =
0.962); with the additional distance band excluded, the gradient of the trend line becomes
-3.12 (with R2 = 0.975, i.e. an improved fit).

Figure 1. Trend line analysis for log of distance against log of trip frequency, excluding trips over 800km

Figure 2. Trend line analysis for log of distance against log of trip frequency, excluding trips over 750km

1.3.11 Assuming that the true gradient lies between the two values discussed above, we took a
mid-point value of α = 3.2 from this analysis and used this value as the power of distance
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(in km) in the gravity model used to predict the underlying pattern of long distance surface
trips in the UK.

1.4 Comparison with rail trip data

1.4.1 A key step in producing a vehicle trip matrix which can be used in the en-route charging
model is to compare the all-surface-mode trip matrix generated by the gravity model with
a database of rail trips produced by the Office of Rail and Road (ORR). This stage allows
the calibration of the scale parameter K in the gravity model described in Section 1.2
above, to generate the relevant number of person trips per weekday, followed by the
removal of the observed rail journeys from the all-surface-mode matrix, to leave a
synthesised road-based person trip matrix.

1.4.2 Following calibration of the scale parameter K in the gravity model, the daily all-surface-
mode trips from the gravity model were compared with the daily rail trips for each zone-
to-zone movement (excluding intra-zonal routes). A key indicator in this comparison was
to express the number of rail trips as a percentage of all-surface-mode trips. This
comparison yielded the following statistics:

 76 of the 2450 (single direction) routes have a rail trip percentage greater than
100%, while two additional (single direction) routes have a rail trip percentage of
95% or more, indicating that the gravity model may be underestimating the number
of trips on these routes;

 The highest rail percentage is 1027% (i.e. the number of rail trips is more than ten
times the total surface trips predicted by the gravity model for this route); and

 The average rail trip percentage across all routes is 18%, but this drops to just 1.5%
of long distance trips when the percentage is weighted according to the predicted
demand on all routes.

1.4.3 The journeys for which the gravity model appears to be underestimating the total number
of surface trips can be seen visually on a 50x50 grid. This can be seen in 0, with cells with
a rail percentage over 100% shaded red, and those with a percentage of 95% shaded in
orange. The zones have been placed into an approximate geographic order, meaning that
cells near the diagonal will in general represent shorter distance journeys than those
further away from the diagonal.
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Figure 3. Distance-based grid showing journeys for which gravity model underestimates surface trip numbers

1.4.4 It can be seen that the gravity model is significantly under-estimating the longer distance
trips to/from the last zone (Central London), where the number of rail trips significantly
exceeds the model’s predicted total trips. There was also a problem with trips between
zones in Scotland, where the large distances between the main cities resulted in less trips
in the forecast than implied by the observed ORR station-to-station travel demand.

1.4.5 Both of these features of the forecast demand pattern suggested a need to adjust the
model, a) to reduce the rate at which the trip rates decreases with increasing trip length
and b) to determine whether the central London zone required special treatment in the
model (i.e. to ensure more trips to/from central London that implied by its population).

1.4.6 We therefore decided to re-examine the parameters of the gravity model. In particular,
it was desirable to find a lower value of the distance parameter α, in order that the
predicted trip numbers does not decrease as sharply as distance increased.

1.5 Revised Calibration of the Distance Parameter

1.5.1 SYSTRA Ltd had recently undertaken similar analysis of the National Household Survey
Travel Diary data for Ireland and the resulting gravity model had reproduced both rail and
inter-urban trunk road flows well.

1.5.2 We therefore explored whether the distance decay term from the long distance travel in
Ireland would a) suggest a slower distance decay function and b) produce fewer anomalies
with respect to observed rail-based movements than the English NTS-based relationship
described above.

1.5.3 The graph below shows the relevant log(frequency) vs log(trip length) graph, again
discounting the trip length bands beyond the ‘knee’ of the log vs log relationship, where
the linear relationship breaks down. (In Ireland, there are few significant OD city-pairs far
enough apart to generate trips in these longer distance bands, so that the drop-off in
frequency is not due to the impact of the distance, but the lack of potential journeys
which could be made).
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Figure 4. Trend line analysis for log of distance against log of trip frequency in Ireland, excluding trips over 200km

1.5.4 The relevant statistics when this Irish National Household Survey Travel Diary-based
distance relationship (i.e. α= 1.61) was used in a revised version of the gravity model were 
as follows:

o Only 30 of the 2450 (single direction) routes have a rail trip percentage greater than
100%, while four additional (single direction) routes have a rail trip percentage of 95%
or more, indicating that the revised gravity model may still be underestimating the
number of trips on these routes;

o The highest implied rail mode share percentage is 635% (i.e. the number of rail trips is
more than six times the total surface trips predicted by the gravity model for this
route); and

o The average rail trip percentage of the long distance trips across all routes is 14%
(unweighted), and 26% (when weighted by the total of trips making each movement)
when the percentage is weighted according to the predicted demand on all routes.

1.5.5 The figure below shows the corresponding ‘problem’ movements (where the predicted
total weekday demand is lower than the observed number of rail trips) for the revised
gravity model.
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Figure 5. Distance-based grid showing journeys for which Irish-based gravity model underestimates surface trip numbers

1.5.6 It can be seen that the inter-Scotland movements (in the top left-hand corner of the
demand matrix) remain problematic, but the majority of the problem with trips to/from
Central London have been eliminated by using this revised model.

1.5.7 Given the risks of under-estimating the longer end of the long distance travel demand in
this project (i.e. leading to a corresponding under-estimation of the future demand for en
route charging and hence an under-supply of rapid chargers), SYSTRA and CCC agreed to
proceed with the Irish National Travel Dairy-based relationship within the gravity model
used to generate the travel demand pattern within the long distance en route charging
model.

1.5.8 We would, however, recommend additional research to understand why the English NTS-
based travel pattern suggests such a steep distance decay and/or additional comparisons
of both versions of the gravity model with other models of long distance surface travel in
the UK (e.g. derived from the analysis of mobile phone tracking data).
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APPENDIX B – QUEUING MODEL OVERVIEW

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 This Appendix outlines the Queuing Model developed as part of the Long Distance En-
route Charging Model. This model is used to estimate the waiting time at charging
locations, based on arrival rates, charging times, and the number of chargers at the
location. It is also used as the basis for calculating the cap on arrivals, so that wait times
remain below a limit value specified by the user.

1.2 The queuing model

1.2.1 The following assumptions are made within the model:

 The arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution, with a mean determined from a
known demand which is fixed for the time period of interest;

 The service time is the length of time taken to charge the vehicle, which is
dependent on the amount of charge required to fully recharge the battery – this is
estimated as the product of the level of depletion (sampled from a fixed distribution
for all vehicle types) and the battery capacity (which is determined by the vehicle
type);

 The number of servers can take any value k greater than or equal to 1;
 There is no limit on the number of vehicles which can be in the queue; and
 Vehicles do not leave the queue once they have joined it.

This gives what is known as an ‘M/G/k’ (or ‘M/G/c’) queue.

1.2.2 We will also assume that the mean service rate (calculated below) times the number of
servers is greater than the arrival rate (also defined below). This allows the queue to have
a valid stationary distribution and therefore allows the calculation of (estimated)
expected waiting times.

1.2.3 Known values to be input to the calculation:

 There are V vehicle types, indexed as v {1, …, V};
 The demand per hour of each vehicle type v is dv, and the total demand per hour

is D, calculated as the sum of dv for all v;
 There are k servers, each with charging speed of s kW; and
 The required charge time of each vehicle type at a charger of speed s is tv hours.

1.2.4 From this we can calculate:

 The arrival rate λ = D;
 The service time takes the value tv with probability dv/D, for all types v, and

therefore the service rate is 1/tv with probability dv/D;
 The mean service rate is µ, calculated by finding the mean service time:

1

�
= � � �

� �
�

�

� � �

 The variance of the service time distribution is:

� � = �
� �
�
� � � −

1

�
�
��

� � �

 The Coefficient of Variation of the service time distribution is � � = � √� � ;
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 The server utilisation if this were an ‘M/M/c’ queue (a type of queue with random

service rate as well as random arrival rate) with same mean service time is � =
�

� �
;

 The probability an arriving vehicle would be forced to queue if this were an M/M/c
queue with same mean service time is known as Erlang’s C formula):

� (� � � � � ) =
1

1 + (1 − � ) �
� !

(� � )�
� ∑

(� � )�

� !
� � �
� � �

 The mean waiting time (i.e. time in the queue, not time in the system) if this were

an M/M/c queue with the same mean service time is � � � � / � / � � =
� ( � � � � � )

� � � �
;

 And using these quantities from above, an estimate for the mean waiting time for
this queue can be calculated as:

� � � � / � / � � =
(� � + 1)

2
×
� (� � � � � )

� � − �

This approximation of the mean waiting time for an M/G/k queue was first published in
Lee & Longton (1959)1

1.3 Applying a cap to arrivals

1.3.1 The model described above can be applied for any arrival rate such that utilisation � =
�

� �
< 1. However, in order to ensure that wait times do not increase beyond a user-

defined value, we can use the above to calculate a cap on arrivals.

1.3.2 If the user wants a limit of T hours (with T equal to a fraction of an hour if required), then
this can be achieved by having a utilisation value � ≤ � . For a given mean service rate µ

at a location, we would require an arrival rate λ satisfying � =
�

� �
≤ � , i.e. � ≤ � � � .

1.3.3 To find the required R, we set � = � , � = � � � and � � � � / � / � � = � in the formula above.

1.3.4 Note that this involves the calculation for the probability of an arrival having to queue,
which varies according to the number of chargers k at the location. Therefore, we have a
different formula for R depending on the value of k:

 For k = 1, R is given by � =
�

�
� � � �

�
�
�

�
� �

 For k = 2, R is given by � = �
�

�
� � � �

�
�
�

�
� �

 For k = 3, R is found by solving the expression

3 � �
� � � �

�
�
�

�
+ � � � � + � � � − 2 � � − 2 � = 0

1.3.5 For k = 4 and greater, R becomes the solution of increasingly complex expressions. In order
to prevent this computation taking over the running of the model, the value of R for
locations with four or more chargers is approximated as

1 Full reference: Lee, A. & Longton, P. J Oper Res Soc (1959) 10: 56. https://doi.org/10.1057/jors.1959.5
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	� =
�

�

�
� � + 1

2
�

1
�

+ �

�

1.3.6 This allows the arrival rate to be reduced to a value λ which satisfies � = � � � , with arrivals
over and above this being recorded as ‘lost’.
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APPENDIX C – LONG DISTANCE EN ROUTE CHARGING
MODEL RESULTS

1.1 Overview

1.1.1 This chapter contains results graphs for the national long distance en route charging
model. The graphs are organised into four sections, showing the number of chargers
required, the percentage of demand lost, the expected wait time, and the estimated
budget required under the following conditions:

 The ‘Do Nothing’ case under the Central uptake scenario;
 Optimising ‘straight to year’, for each of the objectives described;
 A comparison of these under the Barrier and Max uptake scenarios; and
 The effect of different optimisation approaches on the results.

1.1.2 Note that for the three variations of vehicle benefit optimisation where a target was used,
it was always possible that the target would prove difficult (or potentially impossible) to
meet. In the test runs, the programme was terminated when no further improvements
could be made, or if a time limit was reached, to prevent the model spending an inefficient
amount of time searching in vain for a solution which met this target. The test runs for
which this occurred are denoted in the following graphs with a dashed line.

1.2 ‘Do Nothing’

Figure 1. Chargers Required – Do Nothing, Central Uptake Scenario

Baseline number of chargers – 457 in total in the existing (2016) network.
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Figure 2. Lost Demand – Do Nothing, Central Uptake Scenario

A slight drop in percentage terms from 2016 to 2017, but generally following an upward trend, and
almost doubling over a 14-year period.

Figure 3. Expected Wait Time – Do Nothing, Central Uptake Scenario

Expected to remain quite steady up to 2024 before increasing. Note that in 2030 the time reaches just
above the prescribed limit of 12 minutes – this is because of the approximation of the demand cut-off
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for sites with more than 3 devices, which results in a handful of sites with a greater than 12 minute
wait time.

Figure 4. Estimated Budget – Do Nothing, Central Uptake Scenario

No chargers are added, so the budget spend is zero.

1.3 Optimising for Straight to Year Solution

1.3.1 Minimising ‘lost carbon’

Figure 5. Chargers Required – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

More chargers needed to minimise lost carbon in future years, up to 1167 in 2030.
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Figure 6. Lost Demand – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Percentage of kilometres of demand which are lost is able to be decreased quite steadily over time.

Figure 7. Expected Wait Time – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Very similar to Do Nothing in early years, but from 2020 onwards (and particularly between 2020 and
2026) there is a more steady increase in the mean waiting time. This may be as a result of the additional
chargers providing more capacity, perhaps even at new sites, allowing more vehicles to charge at
popular sites which will have the higher-end wait times, thus bringing up the average.
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Figure 8. Estimated Budget – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Steadily increases over time.

1.3.2 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with existing wait time target

Figure 9. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Steady increase, but smaller number required than for carbon optimisation – maximum only 847 in
2030.
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Figure 10. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Varied amount of lost demand, increasing slightly in percentage terms from 2016 to 2021, but forecast
to drop thereafter. This is likely because of a different mix of charger type and locations which are
required for additions in order to maximise vehicle benefit in future years.

Figure 11. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Target mean wait time of 7 minutes is achieved in all years, and in 2027 the actual expected wait time
is much lower. This may be because the model must run for longer in order to achieve the additional
zone-by-zone wait time target.
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Figure 12. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Steadily increasing over time.

1.3.3 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with specified lower wait time
target

Figure 13. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Increases over time. Note the dashed line indicated the model did not converge to a solution with a
wait time within the specified limit within a suitable run time for the 2030 scenario. If a solution exists,
the total number of chargers required will be at least 1878.
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Figure 14. Lost demand – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Similar pattern of lost demand to with the carbon-minimisation objective, as the additional optimally-
located chargers help meet almost all of the future-year demand.

Figure 15. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

One minute target achieved for all years up to and 2029. However for 2030 the average expected wait
time could not be reduced to lower than 1.2 minutes within the specified maximum running time.
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Figure 16. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Steady increase over time, with a sharp increase in 2029. For 2030, if a solution exists it will cost at
least £100m to achieve.

1.3.4 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with service/charge time target

Figure 17. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Service time target met relatively easily (fewer chargers than for specified wait target and similar
number as for carbon minimisation) in the early years (ie up to 2024), but the model could not reach a
converged solution within the specified run-time parameters from 2025 onwards.
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Figure 18. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Higher percentage of lost demand up to 2024; but from 2025 onwards, where the model terminates
before converging to the service time target (and therefore adds a very high number of chargers),
percentage lost carbon is same as under the carbon minimisation objective.

Figure 19. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Mean wait times fairly steady until 2025, where service time target is not met. In these final years, the
large increase in the number of chargers added by the model while it tries to meet the target
significantly reduces the average expected wait time.
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Figure 20. Estimate Budget – Driver-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Very low spend (c.f. the number of chargers required in this period) up to 2024, but from 2025 onwards
the model reached the user-defined £100m spending limit before the service time target could be met.

1.3.5 Maximising net income of charging providers, i.e. the commercial focus

Figure 21. Chargers Required – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Next to no chargers added – maximum number needed is 484, i.e. 27 added chargers, for the 2030
scenario.
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Figure 22. Lost Demand – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Almost identical to Do Nothing (see Figure 2).

Figure 23. Expected Wait Time – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Almost no chargers added, so, as expected, this looks very like the Do Nothing plot (see Figure 3).
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Figure 24. Estimated Budget – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, Central Uptake Scenario

Almost no chargers are added, and therefore the budget spend is close to zero.

1.4 Other uptake scenarios – Barrier and Max

1.4.1 Do nothing

Figure 25. Chargers Required – Do Nothing, All Uptake Scenarios

Baseline number of chargers – 457 in total in the existing (2016) network.
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Figure 26. Lost Demand – Do Nothing, All Uptake Scenarios

Central and Max scenarios follow very similar (increasing) trend. Barrier scenario lost demand is
relatively steady up to 2024, and even drops as a percentage of total demand from 2016 to 2018 and
2024 to 2026 before rising from 2026 to 2030.

Figure 27. Expected Wait time – Do Nothing, All Uptake Scenarios

Expected to remain steady for Max and Central to 2024 before increasing; will actually follow a
downward trend for Barrier scenario to 2027 but increasing sharply thereafter. Note that in 2030 the
time reaches just above the prescribed limit of 12 minutes – this is because of the approximation of the
demand cut-off for sites with more than 3 devices which results in a handful of sites with a greater than
12 minute wait time.
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Figure 28. Estimated Budget – Do Nothing, All Uptake Scenarios

No chargers are added therefore budget spend is zero.

1.4.2 Minimising ‘lost carbon’

Figure 29. Chargers Required – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

More chargers needed to minimise lost carbon in higher-uptake scenarios (as would be expected);
maximum number of chargers required is 1301 in 2030.
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Figure 30. Lost Demand – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Percentage of kilometres of demand which are lost is able to be decreased quite steadily over time.

Figure 31. Expected Wait Time – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

For the barrier scenario the pattern is very similar to Do Nothing. For the Central and Max uptake
scenarios, there is a more steady increase in waiting times from 2020 onwards, and particularly
between 2020 and 2026. This may be as a result of the additional chargers providing more capacity,
perhaps even at new sites, allowing more vehicles to charge at popular sites which will have the higher-
end wait times, thus bringing up the average.
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Figure 32. Estimated Budget – Carbon-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time; more spend required for larger uptake scenarios.

1.4.3 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with existing wait time target

Figure 33. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Smaller number required than for carbon optimisation – maximum only 964 for maximum uptake
scenario in 2030 – and a greater number require for the higher uptake scenarios..
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Figure 34. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Varied amount of lost demand. Note that from 2022 onwards the percentage lost under Barrier uptake
is more than that lost under Central or Max scenarios. This is likely because of an increased number of
chargers or a different mix of charger type and location which are added in order to meet the vehicle
wait time target for the higher uptake scenarios.

Figure 35. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Target mean wait time of 7 minutes is achieved for all scenarios in all years, and for some combinations
(most notably the Barrier uptake from 2016 to 2026, and all three uptake scenarios in 2027) the actual
expected wait time is much lower.
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Figure 36. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time; more spend required for larger uptake scenarios.

1.4.4 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with specified lower wait time
target

Figure 37. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Dashed line indicates the model terminated before it could converge to the specified wait time target
for the 2030 Central and 2030 Max scenarios.
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Figure 38. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Similar pattern of lost demand to with the carbon-minimisation objective. This will be as a result of the
greater number of chargers added.

Figure 39. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

One minute target achieved for all years and scenarios up to 2030, where Central and Max uptakes can
only be reduced as far as 1.2 and 1.4 minutes respectively.
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Figure 40. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time, with sharp increase for Max and Central scenarios in 2029.

1.4.5 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with service/charge time target

Figure 41. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Service time target met relatively easily (fewer chargers than for specified wait target and similar
number as for carbon minimisation) up to 2024, but programme could not converge for 2025 onwards.
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Figure 42. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Higher percentage of lost demand up to 2024; but from 2025 onwards, where the model terminates
before reaching the service time target and therefore adds a very high number of chargers, the
percentage of lost carbon is the same as for the carbon minimisation objective.

Figure 43. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios
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Mean wait times fairly steady until 2025, where service time target is not met. In these final years, the
increased number of chargers added in trying to meet the target significantly reduces the average
expected wait time.

Figure 44. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Very low spend (c.f. the number of chargers required in this period) up to 2024; however from 2025
onwards the spend required to meet the service time target is at least £100m.

1.4.6 Maximising net income of charging providers, i.e. the commercial focus

Figure 45. Chargers Required – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Next to no chargers added – maximum number needed is 488, i.e. 31 added chargers (2030 max
scenario).
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Figure 46. Lost Demand – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost identical to the Do Nothing chart.

Figure 47. Expected Wait Time – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers added, so, as expected, looks very similar to the Do Nothing plot.
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Figure 48. Estimated Budget – Commercial-focussed, Straight to Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers are added, and therefore the budget spend is close to zero.

1.5 Other optimisation approaches

1.5.1 Minimising ‘lost carbon’ building year by year.

Figure 49. Chargers Required – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Little difference in final number of chargers added here compared to 2030 optimised separately – only
30-60 (depending on uptake) additional, and therefore redundant, chargers.
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Figure 50. Lost Demand – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Percentage of kilometres of demand which are lost is able to be decreased quite steadily over time.

Figure 51. Expected Wait Time – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Similar to the corresponding ‘Each Year Separately’ plot above.
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Figure 52. Estimated Budget – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time; more spend required for larger uptake scenarios.

1.5.2 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with existing wait time target
building year by year

Figure 53. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Up to 500 chargers difference in final year for this vs optimising for 2030 separately – i.e. and up to
50% increase in the number of chargers needed.
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Figure 54. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

By optimising year by year, the lost demand is brought down over time, as opposed to the pattern seen
for separate optimisation (especially for the Barrier scenario) above.

Figure 55. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Target mean wait time of 7 minutes is achieved for all scenarios in all years, and for some combinations
(most notably the Barrier uptake from 2016 to 2026, all three uptake scenarios in 2027 and the Central
and Max from 2028 onwards), the average expected wait time is much lower.
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Figure 56. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Increases over time, perhaps increasing more steeply in 2027-2030; more spend required for larger
uptake scenarios.

1.5.3 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with specified lower wait time
target, building year by year

Figure 57. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Specified wait time target was not reached for 2026 to 2030 for the central and max scenarios. For the
barrier, nearly 300 more chargers are required than when optimising each year separately.
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Figure 58. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Similar pattern of lost demand to with the carbon-minimisation objective. This will be as a result of the
greater number of chargers added.

Figure 59. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

One minute target achieved for Barrier uptake for all years. However, for Central and Max uptake
scenarios, one-minute target is only achieved up to 2025, and begins to increase beyond this. Not clear
why this is the case, while separate year optimisation meets target through to 2029, but can perhaps
be attributed to the extra chargers from previous years drawing demand towards more attractive, but
busier, charge locations.
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Figure 60. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

For Barrier, increases steadily over time; for Central and Max increases steadily to 2025, but from here
increases steeply with several years where the model terminates before the wait time target is
achieved.

1.5.4 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with service/charge time target
building year by year

Figure 61. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios
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Service time target met relatively easily (fewer cumulative chargers than for specified wait target and
carbon minimisation, and similar number as for existing wait time target) up to 2024, but programme
could not converge from 2025 onwards.

Figure 62. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Higher percentage of lost demand up to 2024; but from 2025 onwards, where the model terminates
before reaching the service time target and therefore adds a very high number of chargers, the
percentage of lost carbon is the same as under the carbon minimisation objective.

Figure 63. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios
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Mean wait times fairly steady until 2025, where service time target is not met. In these final years, the
increased number of chargers added in trying to meet the target brings the expected wait time down,
although this increases again after 2025 (similar to year by year with the specified wait time target).

Figure 64. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Very low spend (c.f. the number of chargers required in this period) up to 2024, followed by several
years where the programme was forced to terminate before the service time target could be achieved.

1.5.5 Maximising net income of charging providers (i.e. the commercial focus) building year by
year

Figure 65. Chargers Required – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios
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Next to no chargers added – maximum number needed is 497, i.e. 40 added chargers (2028-2030 max
scenario).

Figure 66. Lost Demand – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost identical to Do Nothing.

Figure 67. Expected Wait Time – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers added, so as expected looks very like the Do Nothing plot.
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Figure 68. Estimated Budget – Commercial-focussed, Year by Year, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers are added, and therefore the budget spend is close to zero.

1.5.6 Minimising ‘lost carbon’ in five-year plans

Figure 69. Chargers Required – Carbon-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

More chargers added for Central and Max scenarios that for the year by year above – i.e. apparently a
greater amount of redundancy by taking this optimisation approach.
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Figure 70. Lost Demand – Carbon-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Percentage of kilometres of demand which are lost is able to be decreased quite steadily over time.

Figure 71. Expected Wait Time – Carbon-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Increases steadily for Max scenario; Central matches Max for 2020 and 2025 but diverges and has a
lower wait time for 2030; for the Barrier scenario a much smaller increase from 2020 to 2025 but
steeper between 2025 and 2030.
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Figure 72. Estimated Budget – Carbon-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time; more spend required for larger uptake scenarios.

1.5.7 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with existing wait time target in
5-year plans

Figure 73. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios
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Figure 74. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Central and Max uptake scenarios follow similar pattern to the year by year optimisation; for the Barrier
scenario it is more like the separate year optimisation above.

Figure 75. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Target mean wait time of 7 minutes is achieved for all scenarios in all years, and for Barrier in 2020 and
2025 and the Central uptake scenario in 2030 the actual expected wait time is much lower.
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Figure 76. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Existing Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Steady increase over time; more spend required for larger uptake scenarios.

1.5.8 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with specified lower wait time
target in 5-year plans

Figure 77. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Model terminated before specified wait time target could be reached for 2030 for the central and max
scenarios.
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Figure 78. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Similar pattern of lost demand to with the carbon-minimisation objective. This will be as a result of the
greater number of chargers added.

Figure 79. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

One minute target achieved for Barrier uptake for all years. However, for Central and Max uptake
scenarios, one-minute target is not achieved in 2030, with an increase to 2.8 and 3.1 minutes
respectively in the final year. As with the year by year, may be attributable to the extra chargers from
previous years drawing demand towards more attractive, but busier, charge locations.
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Figure 80. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Lower Wait Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

For Barrier, increases steadily over time; for Central and Max a shallow increase from 2020 to 2025,
then a much steeper increase to 2030 as the £100m budget is reached before the wait time target can
be achieved.

1.5.9 Maximising vehicle (i.e. driver and passenger) benefits, with service/charge time target in
five-year plans

Figure 81. Chargers Required – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Model terminated before specified wait time target could be reached for 2030.
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Figure 82. Lost Demand – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Higher percentage of lost demand for to 2020; but for 2025, and for 2030 where the model terminates
before reaching the service time target and therefore adds a very high number of chargers, percentage
lost carbon is same as under carbon minimisation objective.

Figure 83. Expected Wait Time – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Wait times come down sharply from 2020 to 2025, with a slight increase to 2030 where the service
time target is not met by the model.
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Figure 84. Estimated Budget – Driver-focussed (Charge Time Target), Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Low spend in 2020, increasing to 2025 and then steeper increase to 2030 where the model terminates
before the service time target can be met.

1.5.10 Maximising net income of charging providers, i.e. the commercial focus, in five-year plans

Figure 85. Chargers Required – Commercial-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Next to no chargers added – maximum number needed is 491, i.e. 34 added chargers (2030 max
scenario).
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Figure 86. Lost Demand – Commercial-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost identical to Do Nothing.

Figure 87. Expected Wait Time – Commercial-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers added, so as expected this approximates the Do Nothing plot.
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Figure 88. Estimated Budget – Commercial-focussed, Five Year Plans, All Uptake Scenarios

Almost no chargers are added, and therefore the budget spend is close to zero.


